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ABSTRACT 

 

       This paper was designed to investigate the present status of marine fish marketing aiming to determine 
marketing costs, margins and profits of marketing intermediaries both in domestic and export marketing. 
Primary data were collected by survey method wherein various market intermediaries were interviewed from 
selected districts for eliciting information at various stages of marine fish marketing. The study revealed that 
marketing margin as well as marketing profit both were relatively higher in consumer market followed by 
primary and secondary markets where beparies and aratdars were involved. Results indicate that high priced 
fish demanded high marketing cost resulting higher marketing margin and profit compared to low priced fish. In 
the case of dry fish marketing, irrespective of species of fish marketed, marketing margin and profit were almost 
doubled compared to frozen fish marketing. Like frozen fish, high valued dry fish also claimed higher marketing 
cost leaving higher marketing margin as well as marketing profit for intermediaries. In export marketing, both for 
frozen and dried fish, marketing profit depends mainly on demand for exportable fish in the world market. 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
       Bangladesh is considerably rich in extensive fisheries resources. There are two sources of 
fisheries - inland fisheries and marine fisheries. The inland fisheries again include capture 
fisheries and culture fisheries. Of these sources, capture fisheries is the most important. In 
1997-98, 50, 30 and 20 percent of total catch were obtained from respectively capture 
fisheries, culture fisheries and marine fisheries (BBS 1998). 
 
      As the supply of freshwater fish is declining gradually in Bangladesh, the marine fish is 
considered to be an important source of protein. Bangladesh acquires a remarkable amount 
of foreign exchange every year by exporting marine fisheries products. Due to increase in 
demand and high price of fishes both in domestic and export market, Bangladesh has great 
potentiality to gain huge foreign exchange by exporting marine fishes. 
 
      The entire production of marine, estuarine and freshwater fish is easily marketed 
domestically except a very small quantity of selected species of fin-fishes. Traditionally, 
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people of Bangladesh like to eat fresh fish. Chilled and dried fish are also marketed now a 
days in large quantities in the towns and cities. Utilization and marketing distribution of fish is 
around 70 percent fresh fish, 25 percent dried and other forms of locally processed fish 
including fermentation and the rest are frozen products (Hussain 1994). 
 
       The export market of value added products is highly competitive, involving changes in 
type of products, forms and packaging as well as consumer behaviour. Export of fish, shrimp 
and other fishery products were non-conventional items before the independence of the 
country. It has increased many-fold during the last decade and country earned more and more 
foreign exchange to minimize the balance of trade gap. In this case the dried marine fish, the 
marine fin-fish and organism even other than fish, could be on the top of the list of export 
earning items (Kamal and Hussain 1994). Bangladesh exported fish and fisheries products 
amounted Tk 2036 crores in 2000-2001 of which frozen seafood and shrimp shared more than 
90 percent of the total exports of the fishery products (Bangladesh Bank 2002). 
 
       The marketing aspects of marine fisheries in Bangladesh is very important. Marine fish 
marketing in Bangladesh is facing a number of problems like rough handling, improper 
cleaning and packaging, exploitation of fishermen by traders, insufficient transportation and 
inadequate storage facilities, shortage of capital, market limitation etc. (Sabur and Rahman 
1979). But no systematic measure has been undertaken to quantify the extent of these 
problems of marine fish marketing in Bangladcsh. It was estimated that 60-80% of the money 
that the fishermen earn by sePinp their fish goes to the middlemen (Islam 2000). It may be 
noted that most of the marine fishermen are engaged in artisanal fishing and usually they 
receive wages and salaries as they can sell their catch in landing centre. In each trip, catch 
revenue is distributed between boat owners and fishermen through prevailing sharing 
arrangement (Islam and Miah 2001). Higher catch and competitive (fair) price in landing 
centre provide higher revenue which can ensure better wage and remuneration for the 
fishermen. But in marine fish marketing system intermediaries are involved in different levels 
of market and sales price of fish varies in a greater scale from primary to consumers market. As 
a result, fishermen become deprived of fair price and hence of due share in total sales 
revenue. Accordingly a good marketing system is a prerequisite to ensure rational share of 
sales revenue for the fishermen and also for increasing the domestic supply of marine fish and 
realizing export potentials. A few surveys (Sabur 1977, Sabur and Rahman 1979, Khalil 
1999) were conducted on marine fish marketing, but these researches were based on only 
domestic market. In this regard, the present study was expected to investigate the present 
status of marine fish marketing with a view to determining marketing costs and margins, and 
profits of marketing intermediaries both in domestic and export marketing. 
 
       Section II discusses methodology and data sources. Section III deals with marine fish 
marketing system and profitability of intermediaries. Conclusions are given in the final 
section. 
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II. METHODOLOGY AND DATA SOURCES 
 
       For marine fish marketing, a preliminary survey was made to get first hand information 
and then a marketing survey was conducted to have detailed information about marketing 
system of marine fish. However, data were collected both from primary and secondary sources. 
Secondary data were collected from various offices and compared with the documents of 
government and non-government agencies such as BFDC, DOF, marketing cooperatives etc. 
Primary data were collected by survey method wherein various market intermediaries were 
interviewed for eliciting information at various stages of marine fish marketing. Apart from 
these, informal interview with the primary producers, concerned traders and buyers were 
conducted for cross checking the marketing information. 
 
       The sampling design for marketing survey fall within the purview of stratified random 
sampling. In the whole marketing channel the intermediaries constitute the different strata from 
which the individual samples were selected randomly. 
 
       The total number of samples depends on the number of intermediaries involved in the 
marketing channel. In primary market (landing centre or local market) local paikers, beparis, 
and aratdars are involved but in secondary market (extended market) inter-district paiker, local 
paiker and aratdars are also involved. Therefore, from primary to final consumer market, 
there is a long chain and complicated marketing channel for distribution of marine fish. 
However, considering the scale of involvement of different kinds of intermediaries, a total of 
75 samples were selected for the study, that is, for each of `primary', `secondary, and 
`consumer' market, 25 samples were selected. For primary market, landing centres in 
Cox's Bazar, Chittagong and Patuakhali were considered and for that of secondary and 
consumer market, six major districts in Bangladesh (Dhaka, Mymensingh, Sylhet, Jessore, 
Rajshahi and Dinajpur) were selected. For export market, data and information were 
collected from 15 export oriented firms and agencies. For domestic and export markets, a 
total of 10 major species (frozen and dry) of fish were considered to analysed the market 
structure and price formation. 
 
       For marine fish marketing, intermediaries involved in marketing channel were identified 
and marketing costs, margins and profits of marketing intermediaries both in domestic and 
export marketing were determined by us ng tables and flow diagrams. 
 

III. MARINE FISH MARKETING SYSTEM AND PROFITABILITY OF 
INTERMEDIARIES 

 
       Marine fish contributes about 20% of total fish production in Bangladesh. The most 
common species of fish harvested and consumed are hilsa, catfish, pomfret, shrimp, ribbon 
and jew fish. Of these, hilsa alone contributes more than 50% of total marine fish marketed 
(Table 1). Hilsa is the only species which is marketed and consumed all over Bangladesh. 
But for other species, marketing system is not yet widened and most of them are distributed 
to 
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district fish market and consumed by small number of consumers. Except hilsa, other species of 
marine fish are scarcely available and yet not popular in rural areas of Bangladesh because of 
underdeveloped marketing system. 
 
Marketing System of Marine Fish 
 
       The marketing system operates through a set of intermediaries performing useful 
commercial functions in a chain formation all the way from the producers to the final 
consumers. The commercial units composing the fish marketing system can be grouped into 
three categories - fish suppliers (beparies), fish brokers (aratdars) and fish retailers. 
 
       Beparis (locally called 'Forsay') obtain their supplies of fish directly from fishermen as 
they come ashore with their catch. The aratdars who operate in small numbers in the district 
(or extended) markets and in large numbers in big city e.g., Dhaka, usually obtain their 
supplies from beparies. Fish retailers in turn obtain their supplies either from a aratdar or 
bepari, or when convenient directly from the producer at the landing points. The entire 
marketing function of the fishing industry is conducted through these categories of middlemen 
(Fig. 1). In this chain of commercial relationships linking fish producers with fish 
consumers, the private sector handles more than 95% of fish produced in the country. 
 
Marketing Channels 
 
        Marketing channel is the sequence of intermediaries through which harvested fish passes 
from producers to consumers. This channel may be short or long depending on kind and 
quality of fish marketed, available marketing services and the prevailing social and physical 
environment. In the present study the major species (Table 1) which cover more than 80% of 
marine fish marketed, were selected to determine the marketing channels, marketing costs, 
marketing margins, and profits of intermediaries involved in marine fish marketing. In 
domestic and export markets both frozen and dry fish were considered. The channels of 
distribution of frozen and dry fish (Fig. I and 2) show that, apart from producers, sellers of 
different categories participate in the marketing channels of marine fishes in the study 
areas. The market participants include producers (fishermen), beparies, aratdars, retailers, 
processing plants and export agencies. 
 
Producers 
 
       In Cox's Bazar, Chittagong and Barisal-Patuakhali, the fish producers often sell their fish 
of the boats at the fishery ghats or fish landing stations. In few cases the producers who have 
many boats and have large volume of catch can bring their fish to wholesale markets (arat) at 
the town or district markets. During the peak season, sometimes the producers go to district 
markets to sell their fish at a higher price. Most of the producers usually sell their products 
to beparies at the landing stations and to some extent, interdistrict aratdars and processing 
nlants and agencies. 
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Aratdars 
 
       The aratdar is a commission agent who has a fixed establishment and helps the beparies 
to sell their products and charges usually a fixed commission of Tk 30 to 40 per thousand taka 
of sales revenue. Since commission is charged on sales revenue, an aratdar tries to sell 
fish at higher prices. There are 20 to 35 aratdars in different district headquarters. They 
provide short period storage facilities and also perform the function of grading. They make 
cash payments to bepries and supply fish to retailers, in most cases, on credit. Aratdards do not 
share any cost of beparies or retailers. They hire labourers and salaried persons for 
performing various functions such as loading, unloading, weighing, grading, etc. Usually, 
they handle larger volume of fish than the beparies. 
 
       The aratdars often advance loans to beparies on the condition that the beparies have to sell 
fish through them. A bepari may take money from more than one aratdar and in this case he 
divides his products and sells through different aratdars. 
 
       The beparies and aratdars reported that about 70% of marine fish produced is sold by 
auction through aratdars. Some aratdars in landing stations purchase exportable fish directly 
from the producers (Fig. 1). 
 
       The most important aspect of aratdars' business is that aratdars do not purchase fish but 
they facilitate selling fish with the provision of taking commission. Aratdars are also organized 
and they need license for operating the business. 
 
Retailers 
 
The retailers form the last link in the marine fish marketing chain. They buy fish from the 
aratdars mostly on credit and sometimes on cash payment and sell it to the consumers. The 
customer obtains her/his requirements for fish from the fish retailer who, in turn, obtains 
supplies from aratdars and beparies (Fig. 1). 
 
Involvement of Marketing Cost in Different Levels of Markets  
 
Marketing cost in domestic marketing 
 
       Marketing costs represent the cost of performing various marketing functions which are 
needed to transfer a commodity from the place of production to the ultimate consumers. 
 
       In marine fish marketing the nature and types of costs at different stages in the marketing 
process are not identical due to the dissimilarities of marketing functions at various stages. 
Through marketing channels usually frozen and dry fish of different sizes are marketed in 
different levels of markets. In each of frozen and dry fish markets, only some marketed 
species of fish were selected for this study. Accordingly, both in domestic and export markets, 
costs of marketing of frozen and dry fish at different levels of market were estimated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


